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Summary 
By Alyssa Nelson 

Biggie Bear enjoys playing jazz and collecting stamps by himself. One day the local soccer team asks 
Biggie for BIG help by playing on their team. Biggie doesn't know how to play but he agrees to help. 
On the field, they all realize that playing soccer requires more than being big. 

Guidelines for Philosophical Discussion 
By Alyssa Nelson, modified by Leo Heska 

Big Kicks introduces the question of what's wrong with stereotypes and peer pressure, producing the 
framework for a philosophical investigation into epistemology and ethics. Epistemology is the study of 
knowledge and beliefs. In terms of knowledge, epistemology is concerned with how we know what we 
know, what are our sources, and to what extent is what we know true. 

The study of beliefs in epistemology questions how we go about justifying beliefs, how we justify our 
beliefs, and are these justifications based on external influences or internal reasoning. The story 
involves both ideas of epistemology. The Mighty Giants want Biggie Bear to join their team. Does he 
have the qualities that they need in a player? Do they know or are they guessing?  Where did they get 
their beliefs/knowledge from? What has influenced them to think the way they do? 

The Mighty Giants explain that they need a bear on their team because he is big, brave, has a big brain 
and a big kick. They assume that Biggie is brave because he is big. Yet that proves to not be the case 
when he hesitates about joining the team. When the Mighty Giants mention Biggie's big brain, they are 
implying that he intelligent; they have no actual knowledge of that. The team members are using prior 
knowledge to assume the assets Biggie "innately" carries. Maybe they all have come in contact with 
bears who had all of those attributes. Or maybe they just heard about bears. The Mighty Giants seem to 
assume that all bears carry these same characteristics, in other words, they are stereotyping Biggie. 
Stereotypes also fall under the category of ethics, and the question is whether or not stereotyping is 
morally wrong. The description the Mighty Giants gave of what they were looking for matched that of 
a bear. Who said that all bears are like that? Although they are not bad stereotypes, they are still 
stereotypes, potential misjudgments of a person's characteristics. 

The Mighty Giants also believe since Biggie is big, he can play soccer. Size does not define one's 
qualities. For example, when the Pirates meet Biggie, they say "Uh-oh," suggesting that they are 
intimidated. Should people judge others based on their appearance? The answer is most likely to be no, 
but people do it anyway. However, it is not necessarily a bad thing to size someone up. We do pass 
judgment on others for our protection. The Pirates feared for their safety because Biggie was much 
larger than them. Yet assumptions are not always true, which the Pirates later discover about Biggie. 

The story also introduces the idea of peer pressure and persuasion. The Mighty Giants 
persuade/pressure Biggie into playing soccer by complimenting him. They list the characteristics they 
think or know about a bear. They stroke his ego, boosting his confidence, eventually persuading him to 
join them. The team pressures Biggie to step out of his comfort zone. He seems to decide to go along 
with them because he takes their compliments as friendliness. The team again steps into Biggie's 
comfort zone by volunteering his house for a victory celebration. However, Biggie's stepping out of his 
comfort zone allows him to share his passions with new friends. 





Questions for Philosophical Discussion 
Original questions by Alyssa Nelson, modified and augmented by Leo Heska 

The Mighty Giants think that Biggie is a perfect fit for their team. 
1. What reasons does the team give for wanting Biggie on their team? 
2. How do they know that Biggie has all of these qualities? 
3. Is it okay for the team to assume that Biggie has these qualities just because he's a bear? 
4. Did anyone ever assume something about you that was not true? How did you feel about that? 
5. What things might you think about somebody in this group? Do you really know? How do you 

know? 
6. Is it risky to invite someone to participate, to do something with you? 
7. What can happen if you invite someone to participate? 

• What can happen to you or to your group?
• What can happen to the person or people you invite?

8. Is it bad to "size somebody up?" When might it be OK? 
9. Is it OK to judge whether somebody is dangerous? 
10.What if you're wrong? 
11.How sure are you of things about a person? 
12.How much of what you know about a person is an assumption? 
13.Is it OK to make assumptions about a person? 
14.What assumptions did they make about Biggie? Were they true? 
15.What ended up happening when they got to know Biggie?

Biggie tells the team that he doesn't know how to play soccer. 
1. Why didn't the Mighty Giants listen to him? 
2. Should Biggie still play even though he doesn't know how? 
3. Do you have to be good at something in order to participate in it? 
4. Consider the following statement: "Anyone who has fun, wins." 

• How and when might this be true? 
• Is it always and only a lie to make little kids and losers feel better?

5. Is it OK to join in something and play as a learner?

Biggie agrees to help the Mighty Giants play soccer. When they get to the field the Mighty Giants  
introduce him to the other team. 

1. How did the other team react when they met Biggie? 
2. Why did they react that way? 
3. Should they be afraid of Biggie because of his size? 
4. What is so scary about Biggie's size? 
5. Is there more than size that matters in soccer? 
6. Is there more than size that matters in safety? 
7. Does size matter at all? How does this mix, or fit, with other things about a person?
8. Are very small children afraid of people because of their size?
9. How can you be scared of someone when you don't know them? 
10.Is it OK to be scared of somebody you don't know? 
11.Is it OK to defend yourself against somebody you don't know? 
12.Is it OK to exclude somebody from your club, whom you don't know? 
13.What if you're wrong about them? 



Biggie usually sits at home playing jazz and fixing his stamp collection. He likes to be alone. 
1. Do you think that Biggie prefers to be alone? 
2. Biggie wants to go home at the end of the game. What is he feeling? 
3. What do you think Biggie wants to do? 
4. What does the team want to do? 
5. Fluff the Duck shouts "Party at Biggie's House!" Is this OK? 
6. Biggie says "follow me." Is this an invitation? 
7. Would he have had a party at his house if Fluff, or someone else, had not suggested it? 
8. How much difference does it make that Fluff shouted?
9. How do you think Biggie feels when he says "follow me?"
10.Does Biggie feel like he needs to say "yes" to the others' requests? 
11.Have you ever felt like you needed to say "yes" to somebody else's request? 
12.What could be somebody's reasons for saying "yes?" (fishing for "fit in," "wants a change," "for 

the fun of it," many others) 
13.If the others did not know Biggie, would they accept an invitation to come to his house for a 

party? 
14.What are some of the things they want, when they are talking about the party? (Snacks, music, 

what to do with the stamp) 
15.Do they know that Biggie has these things at his house? 
16.What do they end up doing at the party, at Biggie's house? 
17.Is this different from what they expected? 
18.Do they have fun anyway? How and in what ways? 
19.Would they have done these things if they did not know Biggie?
20.Does Biggie have fun? 
21.If you think Biggie preferred to be alone before, has he changed? 
22.Can you still have fun in other ways if you prefer something else? 
23.Does that mean you have changed your preferences? 
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